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Glory introduces a new fitness sorter,
based on an extensive field experience!
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Unlike conventional models, the new UW-100 comes with three
currency pockets, enabling three category fitness sorting (e.g. 
ATM quality, Teller quality, unit). Moreover, the UW can handle
face-orientation sorting with these three pockets. The UW-100 is
ideal for bank cash vault, bank branches and armored carriers,
which process a large
amount of cash for 
ATM/CD replenishment 
and shipment to central 
banks.

High Productivity
The UW-100 sorts currency at a
high speed. In addition, the open
hopper system and continuous feed
mechanism of the UW-100 
maximizes efficiency for processing
large sums of bills. The auto batch
restart features saves time on each
transaction by automatically re-
starting the UW-100 once the 
currency is pulled.

Compact Yet Versatile
All of the features and function are
packed into a compact desktop size.

User- 
Friendly Operation
Simply put bills in the hopper and
press the start key, the UW-100 will
start operating. This user-friendly

UW-100 allows an unskilled
operator to use the machine
without any special training,
reducing training and
employment costs. The 
pre-programmed stacker 
settings will address all of 
the user’s requests.
Operating and changing the
UW-100 setup is fast and

easy. In addition, the UW-100 is
very quiet, producing only 75dB 
during operation.

Ergonomic Design
The UW-100 is designed for table
top operation that minimizes the
operators movement thereby 
reducing stress and tension. The
reject pocket and feed mechanism
are in close proximity to each other
to minimize balancing time.

Option
(Extension hopper)

Functions
Fitness Sorting

(Soil, Tape, Corner fold, Missing Corner, Tear, Hole)

Face/Orientation Sorting

Denomination outsort

Piece Counting

Specifications
Dimensions(WxDxH mm) : 550x395x435
Weight : Approx. 50 Kg
Counting speed : 720 notes/min.
Hopper capacity : Approx. 500 notes
Stacker capacity : 300 notes
Power Supply : 220 VAC +20%/-15% 50/60 Hz

100 VAC +40%/-15% 50/60 Hz
Power consumption : Max 116 Wh
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